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Space is Crying
By NICHOLAS ROERICH

 . 
IT was recently reported that in a certain city in Europe such 

a powerful radio station was built that it suffocated many 
other stations. It may seem that there is nothing extra

ordinary in this because radio stations may be built of various degrees 
of power. But this news is significant because it indicated that a new 
kind of warfare in space is taking place Humanity has used the latest 
inventions mostly for murderous purposes. The crying of the radio 
can thunder across the world and draw attention to various inhuman 
cruelties. But somebody wants to stifle such spatial complaints. 
Apparently someone is trying to take space itself by the throat and 
prevent news that is undesirable for himself. Such violence against 
space is most significant. It is difficult to imagine what can take place 
if humanity is to become accustomed to such a form of violence. 
Fools will pretend that against a powerful station one can build a far 
stronger one, but then where would such a Marathon of mutual strang
ling end? It would be wrong to imagine that space can contain an 
unlimited amount of energy. But no one can say that these doses of 
energy can be unlimited. It is apparent that stronger energies swal
low up the weaker ones. Let us extend this idea and in progression we 
shall witness a horrible war in space. No one can foretell the conse
quences of such a war. No one can know to what an extent space can 
be violated and poisoned. One thing is clear—that people in mutual 
hatred can evoke most horrible destructive energies. If at the moment 
no terrible explosion and no pernicious epidemics take place it does 
not mean that they may not occur later. People again accuse solar 
spots as being the cause of all their own follies. Science is ahead of 
human psychology. Science has already plunged itself into the ocean 
of new dangers arising from misuse of energies. Light-mindedly people 
try to poison and violate beneficial life-giving space. Whither will 
such progress lead ?

In the times of Akbar the Great it was forbidden under grave pe
nalty to sell unstable colours. And ancient Shastras also insisted on 
the high quality of paints. It would seem that since then world civili
zation should have improved the quality of materials. But it seems 
civilization pursues some other aims. It has forgotten the humanitarian 
sciences and rejected the ideas of stability of materials. It is strange 
but true that some new models of machinery are far less stable than 
previous models. As regards artists' materials they have many new 
enemies, created by the same "civilization". Thus for example many 
colours do not stand sulphur vapour and other chemical emanations,
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with which the atmosphere of modern cities is saturated. Instead of prote
cting health we can witness an inadmissible waste. In Paris avenues 
certain kinds of trees perished from petrol fumes. One can imagine 
how similar chemical gases react badly upon health and articles of 
human production, especially delicate masterpieces of art. King Louis 
of France became immortal by the cynicism of his utterance: Apres 
nous-le deluge ("After us let there be the flood!"). Unfortunately this 
principle is applied in many domains of modern life. With hypocriti
cal modesty you may be told: "It is not for us to worry about the sta
bleness of our creations; let time itself be the judge". Yet those who 
say so understand very well that the bad guality of material, of which 
they are aware, deprives the next generation of its just heritage. Not 
from egotism, but in the name of wise care should we safeguard what 
belongs to youth, for we work for the future. Archaeology often gives 
remarkable examples of the stability of materials We are grateful to 
unknown builders who have left for us a beautiful heritage which 
humanity can enjoy throughout milleniums It may be said that it is not 
known how long our planet will exist altogether. Amongst astrono
mical and cosmical considerations there seems no place for the gues- 
tion of the stability of earthly materials. But as long as our old earth 
exists, it is necessary to think how it is possible to improve materials 
and avoid poisoning of space.


